A Phased Plan for Accessibility and Continuity

Students will access new and renovated areas as they become available.

**Spring 2015**
Construct a new entrance and visitor parking area
- Available for use fall 2015

**Summer 2015**
Construct a new administration area at the new entrance; the Davis Gym; the cafeteria; and the existing main office space
- Spaces available for use fall 2016

**Fall/Winter/Spring 2015-16**
- Build new auditorium
- Build new music spaces
- Build new gymnasium; locker rooms, etc.
- Spaces available for use fall 2016

**2016 thru 2017**
- Build new Science, Technology, Engineering, Math, and CTE spaces
- Spaces available for use fall 2017

**Summer 2017 thru Spring 2018**
- Insulated noise partitions installed
- Demolish existing CTE core space
- Build new CTE entrance and program space
- Phased renovation of existing school spaces
- All spaces available for use fall 2018.

**Summer 2018**
- Complete site improvements
- Remove portable classrooms

Insulated partitions will separate student activity from construction activities and noise.